The present special issue was planned inside the topic "Chemistry and Health: Past, Present and Future". Such topic is obviously pointing to the scientists' action in the health area, by developing and setting up new drugs. That is a fantastic target involving scientists from several areas but working altogether, mainly chemists, physicists, biologists, pharmaceutical and medicinal scientists. How life on Earth would be if the already established drugs were not be available? Luckily, it can also be anticipated that other new and better ones might be in the "pipeline" to become available.
In fact, all over the times, but mainly during the last two centuries and up to now, chemists and other related scientists always had/have in mind the development of the chemical science in a straight connection with life. Understanding natural processes, with emphasis on those involved in vital functions, has been a work target for many years. The search for better conditions of living has been always linked with the idea of looking for the development of new agents capable to improve the mankind life condition. Natural compounds and chemical synthesis, sometimes by derivatization of natural substrates, brought a big avenue to the human welfare (Newman and Cragg 2016) . It should however be stressed the impressive contribution given by scientists from high-teaching institutions for the development of such research area. In the particular case of Brazil, there has been a great development in drugs' search against several diseases; the synthesis of cholesterol-lowering agents (atorvastatin), of anticancer (sunitinib) and antianxiety (fluoxetine) drugs can be mentioned just as examples of such significant action (Barreiro and Pinto 2013) .
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The humans' life conditions have been improved due to the availability of drugs against many diseases, which were developed by the scientific community. However the current situation is not an ideal one; studies looking for new and more efficient bioactive compounds are being work-targets for research groups all over the world. This AABC's special number has contributions of research groups from several countries. It reports scientific results on the synthesis, structural characterization and biological evaluation of several types of organic compounds as potential future drugs.
